Announcements 9-12-06

• Breast workshops
• DVD - Neuro exam in 12 minutes – available in Rm 320
• Neuro OSCE –Friday; 1pm
• First history 102 turned in
  – Due to Les Rm 320 Friday 9/8/06  5pm
  – Two forms – grading sheet + blank write-up on home page
  – Okay to make a copy and give one to facilitator and one to MS4
  – turn both in.
• Email Les Medley or myself to make us aware of delays for any deadline (don’t turn in if incomplete)
• Should be hand written, not typed
• 2nd H&P to be turned in 10/19/06

Announcements 9-12-06

• Peds shadowing – online portfolio
  – Should be fixed and can submit now
  – Submit within 2 weeks of doing your shadowing
• Today: Dr. Scott Smith lecture – lymphatic system
  – Walsh/Koller covers for Kenter
  – Practice head to toe exams today on each other
• Next two weeks – no lectures, no small groups
  – One on one head to toe exam with facilitator on female SP
  – Not prompted – be ready to do the steps
  – Write up this encounter as a normal physical exam to turn in
    • Deadline 10/24/06
• Come back from break – EKGs 10/10/06 begin
  – Semester 3 EKGs will be in mailbox prior to your break
• READ – READ – READ – READ